
App Controlled
LED Furniture

Command and instantly adjust the theme and mood of your outdoor 
 gatherings. Light, rhythm, color, nature, and spur-of-the-moment inspiration 
are finally one. You’ll reign, you’ll shine, rain or shine.MYSTERLINGHOME.COM 

12 WILLOW LANE, NESQUEHONING, PA 18240-1228
P:  800-613-3261  •  F:  866-613-3264  •  E:  SALES@MYSTERLINGHOME.COM

App Controlled
• Match custom light and color frequencies to selected 

song rhythms using your personal music library and Jibe’s 
 exciting Music Mode feature.

• Easy-sync setup; only a smartphone, iOS, or pc interface 
is required.

REIGN.SHINE.



Form + Function + Technology

Imagine: powerful light, your favorite music, and 256 vibrant  color 
options pulsing through an array of stylish, fully weatherproof 
 outdoor furnishings – all responding to your theme, your mood, 
your direction. 

Introducing Jibe: App-Controlled LED Furniture.

Jibe furnishings are lightweight, portable, and fully cordless, making 
them ideal for a wide variety of outdoor events. Quickly adjust the 
color, brightness, and rhythm levels of all your Jibe furniture, instantly 
engaging the entire gathering; or tap into the Jibe app’s advanced 
capabilities to create a distinct sensorial  experience for individual 
 conversation areas.

Jibe collection lamps, tables, planters, and decorative accessories feature an easy-to-maintain 
 waterproof surface. Sprinklers, water balloons, spills, and summer storms? No worries. Jibe’s 

IP54-rated construction makes it safe from them all. Simply wipe with a wet cloth to clean!

Jibe keeps pace with the party, pairing today’s 
blue tooth technology with a built-in 3.7V 
high-capacity rechargeable lithium battery 
(5200mA). A full charge provides 10-12 hours of 
continuous signal, or 6-8 hours when app is in use.

All Jibe furnishings boast durable LED 
 technology, and rust-resistant circuitry.

JIBE CHAIR
1222-001

24”W x 24”D x 32”H

JIBE COFFEE TABLE
1222-002

32”W x 32”D x 18”H

JIBE FLOOR LAMP
1222-003

24”W x 24”D x 79”H

JIBE BAR TABLE
1222-004

23”W x 23”D x 43”H

JIBE STOOL
1222-008

16”W x 16”D x 16”H

JIBE PLANTER
1222-006

47”W x 16”D x 16”H

JIBE PLANTER
1222-005

16”W x 16”D x 16”H

JIBE ACCENT LAMP
1222-010

12”W x 12”D x 17”H

JIBE DECORATIVE 
ACCESSORY

1222-007
16”W x 16”D x 16”H

JIBE ACCENT LAMP
1222-009

9”W x 9”D x 11”H

JIBE ACCENT LAMP
1222-011

16”W x 12”D x 7”H
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